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GETTING STARTED
The first page of each lesson gives pertinent information 
that will be foundational for teaching the lesson. Here you 
will find the Lesson Title, the Truth about God, the Truth 
for My Life, and both the Focus Verses and Lesson Text. 
In addition, a callout box will either give an overview of 
the series (the first lesson of each series contains this 
information) or will connect students with their daily 
devotional activity from the previous week.

Series Overview:
???

FOCUS VERSE
John 3:5 
Jesus answered, 
Verily, verily, I say 
unto thee, Except 
a man be born of 
water and of the 
Spirit, he cannot 
enter into the 
kingdom of God.

LESSON TEXT 
John 3:1–8;  
Acts 19:1–6

TRUTH ABOUT GOD
The Holy Spirit gives 
us new life and hope 
for eternal life.

TRUTH FOR MY LIFE
I will receive the gift 
of the Holy Spirit.

THE NECESSITY 
OF THE SPIRIT1.1

DECEMBER 4, 2022 SERIES 1: THE WORK OF THE SPIRIT

Series Overview:
This series, “The Work of the Spirit,” will highlight 
the role of the Holy Spirit in our lives. These lessons 
will explore the necessity of the Spirit, what it 
means to be led by the Spirit and empowered by 
the Spirit, and how we can receive victory through 
the Spirit. Though we as Apostolics recognize the 
importance of being filled with the Holy Ghost, this 
series will challenge each of us to daily surrender to 
the work of the Spirit in our lives.

8

LESSON CONNECTION 
Most often the Lesson Connection will be a story or 
illustration designed to give students a glimpse of the 
overall theme of the lesson. Since stories often appeal to 
the heart and emotions, this portion of the lesson seeks to 
engage the heart to receive the truth that will be taught. 
You are encouraged to personalize this section and include 
your own testimony to help students connect to the lesson.
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  WINTER LESSON 1.1WINTER LESSON 1.1 THE NECESSITy Of THE SpIRIT

LESSON CONNECTION

It was crushing. George had worked at the plant for nearly 
twenty years when rumors of an impending downsizing began 
to circulate. Once the personnel cuts started, he knew his 

seniority would be a factor in whether he would keep his job. 
But there he sat in his truck in the company parking lot, holding 
the letter informing him that his position had been eliminated.

What would they do? He and his wife, Lisa, had grown 
accustomed to a comfortable lifestyle. Suddenly, money would 
be tight. They would be forced to evaluate every purchase and 
expenditure much more carefully. They would need to discern 
better between needs and wants. 

After the kids were in bed, George and Lisa sat down that night 
to discuss their situation. They held hands across the dining 
room table and asked God to give them wisdom to make right 
decisions while they waited on Him to provide the needed 
employment for their future. After an amen, which led to that 
unique peace only prayer provides, they turned their attention 
to their household budget. They would have to make some 
obvious, temporary adjustments. The vacation they had planned 
for that summer would have to be delayed. The funds they had 
been saving for a swimming pool in the backyard might have 
to pay bills. More meals in, fewer meals out—they would make 
it work. Gratefully, God quickly opened another employment 
door in response to George and Lisa’s faithfulness and diligent 
prayer. Still, that season refined their perspective regarding what 
fiscally mattered.

In economics, some of these needs are called “necessity goods.” 
Necessity goods are the last things customers stop buying 
when their income declines. And conversely, these are things 
to which they devote a lower percentage of their spending 
as their income rises. Generally, necessity goods are divided 
into eight categories: food, utilities, communications, housing, 
transportation, medicine, education, and services (such as 
daycare, dry cleaning, and so on).

There are some spiritual necessity goods as well. Spiritual 
necessity goods are those relational commodities we simply 
must have if we are to be in right fellowship with God. The list 
contains significant items such as prayer, repentance, faith, 
obedience, the Word of God, submission, water baptism, a 
pastor, and a church family, among other things.

One gift we cannot purchase but must have is the gift of the 
Holy Spirit. Without this living dynamic of God in our lives, we 
may have religion, but we do not have relationship that leads to 
eternal life. Being filled with His Spirit is an absolute must to live 
a victorious life here and be ready for the dawning of our new 
eternal life there.

9

Series Overview:
???

 TEACHING OUTLINE 

LESSON 1.1LESSON 1.1
SERIES 1: THE WORK OF THE SPIRIT

Prayer Focus
Lead the group in prayer and consider the following topics of focus:
• For the Holy Ghost to be poured out on those who desire to be filled
• For God to use us to share this good news with someone this week

Icebreaker: If you had to make major income adjustments, what is the 
first budget item you would cut?

Lesson Connection: Share the Lesson Connection.

I. JESUS STRESSED THE NECESSITY OF RECEIVING THE SPIRIT
 » Why do you believe Jesus chose the image of new birth to 
describe what happens when we are saved?

A. Receiving the Spirit Requires Faith and Involves a Sign 
 » Do you remember the first time you heard someone speak in 
other tongues? What did you think? How did it make you feel 
compared to when you experienced Him for yourself?

B. I Must Receive the Spirit to Be Born Again

II. PAUL STRESSED THE NECESSITY OF RECEIVING THE HOLY SPIRIT

A. True Faith Should Be Followed by the Baptism of the Spirit
 » Do you believe it is difficult or easy for the average person to 
believe God for the gift of the Holy Ghost? How can we help 
someone who has unbelief?

B. I Must Tell Others about the Necessity of Receiving the Holy Spirit
 » Can you think of someone with whom you would like to share 
your testimony of being filled with the Holy Spirit? Purpose to 
connect with that person this week.

III. YOU MUST BE BORN AGAIN

A. Essential for Salvation, Sanctification, Ministry, and Resurrection
 » Describe how the hope of the resurrection has comforted you 
during a time of loss.

B. I Will Receive the Gift of the Holy Ghost

Internalizing the Message

 TEACHING OUTLINE 
The SG (Small Group) Teaching Outline is the lesson 
content in outline form. Each lesson main point is listed 
along with suggested discussion questions. Although 
the outline can be used to teach the lesson in a large 
group setting, the “SG” indicates the content is also 
designed to be used in a Small Group. Because of this, an 
icebreaker question has been provided to help jump-start 
interaction in the Small Group meeting. A companion 
piece for Small Group participants can be found on the 
last page of each week of material in the student Daily 
Devotional Guide.

HOW TO USE THIS LESSON GUIDE
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BIBLE LESSON 
The Bible Lesson is a manuscript of the entire 
lesson. The lessons are written by various Apostolic 
authors who not only skillfully explain the truths of 
Scripture but also share ways we can apply these 
truths to our lives. The lesson contains discussion 
questions to stimulate thought and media callouts 
(videos and images available in the Adult Resource 
Kit) to connect with students of all learning styles.

INTERNALIZING 
THE MESSAGE 
The end of each lesson will offer a final call 
to action to apply the lesson’s content. The 
goal of each lesson is not just to share biblical 
information, but to show what must be done with 
the information, challenging students to apply 
God’s Word to their lives. You are encouraged 
to use the Prayer Focus to end the lesson with a 
time of consecration.

11

WINTER LESSON 1.1 THE NECESSITy Of THE SpIRIT

BIBLE LESSON 
I. JESUS STRESSED THE NECESSITy Of RECEIVING THE SpIRIT 

Jesus chose very early in His public ministry to have an off-the-
record conversation with Nicodemus about new birth in John 3. 
Nicodemus was a member of the Sanhedrin, the highest ruling 
body among the Jewish culture. Accordingly, he was a man of 
significant influence and means. He had taken note of Jesus’ 
teaching and powerful miracles and desired to speak with Him 
to learn more. However, Nicodemus felt it best to do so under 
the cloak of darkness lest he jeopardize his social standing.

Nicodemus came to Jesus by night and acknowledged Jesus’ 
heavenly origin. “No man,” he said, “can do these miracles that 
thou doest, except God be with him” (John 3:2). Jesus seized 
upon Nicodemus’s limited expression of faith to introduce a 
critical topic to the human lexicon. Jesus replied, “Except a man 
be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God” (John 3:3). 
While the phrase “born again” is common to us, consider how 
confusing this term must have been to Nicodemus. Born again? 
That is not physically possible. “How can a man be born again 
when he is old? can he enter the second time into his mother’s 
womb, and be born?” (John 3:4).

Jesus’ answer is one of the foundational planks of the New 
Testament church. “Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except a man 
be born of water and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the 
kingdom of God” (John 3:5). While being born again of the 
water—defined as water baptism in the New Testament—is a 
worthy and wonderful subject, this lesson is centered on the 
second half of Jesus’ instruction—being born again of the Spirit. 
When the Holy Ghost was poured out in Acts 2, the experience 
Jesus promised Nicodemus became a reality on the earth.

Jesus did not say that a believer would be well served by receiving 
the Spirit. Nor did He say that we can be a better Christian if we 
do so. Nor did He merely recommend it. He commanded it in the 
stark clarity of His words. You must be born again.

A. Receiving the Spirit Requires faith and Involves a Sign

Of course, today we have a great advantage over Nicodemus. 
He had never heard of someone being baptized with the Spirit. 
We, on the other hand, have the testimony of collective millions 
of believers who have experienced this wonder themselves. 
And we know they have because, as Jesus instructed, we have 
heard the sound. There is a sound associated with this infilling 
of the Spirit that is unique to it and completely confirms it. By 
examining the various times in the Book of Acts when someone 
was born again of the Spirit, we can observe the consistent sign 
given from Heaven of the Spirit’s infilling. Just as they did in Acts 
2, every individual will speak in an unknown tongue when they 
are first filled with the Holy Spirit.

Why do you believe 
Jesus chose the 
image of new birth 
to describe what 
happens when we 
are saved?

Teacher Option: 
A supplemental 
video is available in 
the Resource Kit. 

Do you remember 
the first time you 
heard someone 
speak in other 
tongues? What did 
you think? How did 
it make you feel 
compared to when 
you experienced 
Him for yourself?

WINTER LESSON 1.1 THE NECESSITy Of THE SpIRIT
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Prayer Focus
Lead the group in prayer and consider the following topics of focus:
• For the Holy Ghost to be poured out on those who desire to be filled
• For God to use us to share this good news with someone this week

INTERNALIZING THE MESSAGE 

The old man was a worshiper. He had walked with God for decades, and 
his love for the Lord had only gotten richer and deeper. While his physical 
strength might have been waning a bit, that did not keep him from 

stepping out of his pew and exercising his remaining strength in “enjoying the 
Holy Ghost,” as he was wont to say.

A visitor to the church one night was somewhat taken aback by the elder’s 
shouts of praise, his shuffling dance, and especially his expressions in other 
tongues. Having come from a religious background that denied the validity of 
the baptism of the Holy Ghost, the visitor was somewhat disapproving of the 
man’s conduct.

After service, the visitor boldly made her way up to the simple, country gentleman, 
and with an expression on her face that could sour milk, she derisively stated, 
“You know, you don’t have to do all that.” His reply was golden. “Ma’am, you 
don’t have to take a bath either, but it sure feels good, and it makes you more 
pleasant to be around.”

In reality, we do have to have the Spirit. It is a necessity, but gratefully it is 
not an unpleasant one. His Spirit is not something we endure; He is someone 
we enjoy. Romans 14:17 promises us righteousness, peace, and joy in the Holy 
Ghost. In a world of corruption, chaos, and calamity, who would not want to 
experience protective righteousness, pervasive peace, and persistent joy? 
These promises and so much more are available to every believer who will 
simply obey the gospel.

A sign by an electrical panel in a workplace was meant to keep people from 
touching it. It read, “Warning, this will hurt while it kills you!” Perhaps we should 
post a sign at the altar that reads, “Attention, this will please while it saves you!” 
Every testimony of every Spirit-filled believer who lives full of the Spirit would 
agree that the gift of the Holy Ghost was the richest blessing ever received in 
this life. And even more, it prepares you for the life to come.

Gives direction 
regarding a media 
callout that is available

LEGEND

Contains a suggested 
discussion question

The following icons and boxes are used throughout to aid leaders in navigating the content.

Signals the information can be used in a 
Small Group setting.

Shows a video component is available to 
help illustrate the lesson information.

Indicates an image is available to help 
illustrate the lesson information.
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MY GROWTH TOOLKIT

WHAT IT IS 
Every leader should have tools to help the vital mission of 
ensuring spiritual growth for your church, groups, or classes.  
My Growth Toolkit is a full-service web-based portal to empower 
leaders in the teaching and leadership ministry of the church. 
It features growth tracking, record keeping, and management 
tools for groups or classes along with training materials and 
attendance tracking for the entire church. This solution enables 
the church and leadership to stay more connected and helps 
foster spiritual growth. 

HOW TO USE IT 
Purchase a membership at www.mygrowthtoolkit.com. Logging in is as simple as 
creating an account based on the email address you used to purchase your subscription. 
You can survey the training videos, set up your groups and classes, and get started 
managing your church’s growth track.

RESOURCES FOR LEADERS
My Growth Toolkit offers a full array of resources to help lead your group effectively 
including:

Admin Dashboard:

• Easily view and track attendance of members and guests

• Monitor the spiritual health of your church with strategic assessments

• Track conversion metrics (i.e., number of baptisms, Holy Ghost filled, etc.)

Group Leader Dashboard:

• Easily access digital curriculum resources

• Provide training for group leaders and staff

• Monitor effectiveness of teachers and group leaders with individual assessments

• Track attendance for groups

• Access digital planner to set schedules, develop spiritual habits, as well as evaluate 
the daily, monthly, and yearly progress of groups

Additional Resources:

• Child Check-in technology to improve security

• My Growth area for members that includes daily devotionals, daily Bible reading, 
spiritual growth assessments, and much more

• Apostolic Study Bible digital access 

Visit www.mygrowthtoolkit.com for more information and to access any 
digital resources of God’s Word for Life you have purchased.
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DIGITAL RESOURCE KIT
The Adult Resource Kit offers a wide array of materials to help expand the impact of 
each lesson. From videos that inspire discussion to social media tools to help encourage 
adults to join your group or class, this kit provides tools to help leaders grow their group 
and make teaching time more effective.

Contents Include:
• God’s Word for Life logos and branding guide
• A video to accompany each lesson to prompt 

discussion or further thought
• Images to illustrate portions of the Bible Lesson
• Small Group Teaching Outlines
• Small Group Participant Guides
• Social media and presentation graphics for each lesson
• Social media tips and a sample posting calendar

PODCAST
The God’s Word for Life Podcast presents portions of 
Scripture with fresh insight and urges adults to think 
deeply about how the Bible impacts their lives. Each week 
episodes will encourage listeners to engage with God’s 
Word through reflection and prayer, further develop their 
personal relationship with Jesus Christ, and live out God’s 
Word in their lives. 

A WEEKLY PODCAST

CONNECT ON SOCIAL MEDIA
@GWFLife@GodsWordforLife @GodsWordforLife

pentecostalpublishing.com

LESSON

 
PARTICIPANT'S GUIDE 

Lesson Title:

23

Looking for the Overlooked

1.1
Scripture Focus: Mark 10:14

The Lesson in Context
Jesus went out of His way to reach those who had been overlooked. He changed 
His itinerary to visit a well, where He ministered to a Samaritan woman who had 
been married five times. The result was she later became an effective witness. Jesus 
risked His reputation by eating with Zacchaeus, the tax collector. Jesus touched 
and healed unclean lepers and made a special trip to deliver a man so mentally 
unstable that he lived in a graveyard.

Our job is to see people through the eyes of Jesus. When Jesus began His ministry, 
He picked what some scholars believe to be a group of teenage boys from fishing 
villages to help Him change the world. Therefore, we should not discount the 
possibility of Him using the young, uncultured, or inexperienced to do His work. 
Jesus did not build His ministry by headhunting; He did not go to Jerusalem or 
Rome in search of talent. He did not scout the great schools or exclusive families 
of His day to ensure His team would succeed. Rather, He chose good hearts and 
sincere people, and He trained them to be world changers. Then, as He left this 
earth, He encouraged His followers to continue in the same manner.

Group Discussion
1. What does it feel like to be dismissed or ignored?

2. Why do we sometimes tend to treat people differently when they appear to 
be homeless, poor, physically challenged, or face some other life difficulty?

3. Tell about a time when someone saw potential in you or took time to 
encourage you to pursue God’s will for your life.

4. What are some accusations the enemy might use to convince believers they 
are unworthy of God’s love? How can those accusations be countered?

5. Who are some overlooked people God is stirring you to reach out to? 
What has come to mind during this lesson? What can we do to fulfill Jesus’ 
mission?

My Prayer for the Upcoming Week
How do you want to be different because of what you have experienced today?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

/// MONDAY ///
» Feature images and quotes from Sunday’s

sermon/lesson.

» Ask questions pertaining to the sermon/
lesson.

» Post the Monday devotional or an excerpt
from the devotional.

» Alternatively, share a short video of you or
someone from your group or class sharing
the devotional passage along with their
own thoughts in response to the devo-
tional materials.

/// THURSDAY ///
» Share one or more devotionals if you have

your group involved in recording their own
reaction to the Daily Devotional Guide.

» Post a ministry update about a different
missionary/evangelist. This could pertain
to miracles or testimonies happening in
other countries.

» Share a testimony, either from someone in
the group written or recorded.

/// TUESDAY ///
» Engage the group with a post regarding

(appropriate) pop culture. For example,
“Only 1980s kids will remember . . . ” with
an image of a popular toy or product
from their childhoods.

» Post about Christian songs/artists you’re
listening to.

» Follow some clean Christian meme
accounts and consider sharing those
posts on your story.

» Post about some sort of cultural refer-
ence. Tuesday are always good for a
Taco Tuesday post.

/// FRIDAY ///
» Hype up any special service/weekend

events and ask if they are excited or what
they are most excited about.

» Post a question about what the group is
looking forward to doing this weekend or
what plans they have.

» Post each week with something like the
theme “Feature Friday” where you fea-
ture a member from your group and talk
a little bit about their hobbies, personal-
ity, or what good things are going on in
their life.

/// WEDNESDAY ///
» Hype up your midweek service and ask if

they are excited for church.

» Post Christian books or quotes you are
reading and interacting with.

» Share posts from popular accounts like
UPCI, Compassion Services International,
and so on.

/// WEEKEND ///
» Post images pertaining to the lesson. This

can include a lesson title as well as a dis-
cussion question from the material.

» Post recaps of the service and quotes
from the sermon.

» Post video from the worship service.

» Consider posting a question about some-
thing like, “what is your favorite part
about Saturday?” or “where did
you go today?”

God’s Word for Life • Adult • Social Media Calendar • ©2022 PPH

/// Social Media Sample CalendarWORD
FOR LIFE

GOD’S

DIGITAL RESOURCES
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Series Overview:
???

FOCUS VERSE
John 3:5 
Jesus answered, 
Verily, verily, I say 
unto thee, Except 
a man be born of 
water and of the 
Spirit, he cannot 
enter into the 
kingdom of God.

LESSON TEXT 
John 3:1–8;  
Acts 19:1–6

TRUTH ABOUT GOD
The Holy Spirit gives 
us new life and hope 
for eternal life.

TRUTH FOR MY LIFE
I will receive the gift 
of the Holy Spirit.

THE NECESSITY  
OF THE SPIRIT1.1

DECEMBER 4, 2022 SERIES 1: THE WORK OF THE SPIRIT

Series Overview:
This series, “The Work of the Spirit,” will highlight 
the role of the Holy Spirit in our lives. These lessons 
will explore the necessity of the Spirit, what it 
means to be led by the Spirit and empowered by 
the Spirit, and how we can receive victory through 
the Spirit. Though we as Apostolics recognize the 
importance of being filled with the Holy Ghost, this 
series will challenge each of us to daily surrender to 
the work of the Spirit in our lives.

8
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Series Overview:
???

 TEACHING OUTLINE 

LESSON 1.1LESSON 1.1

Prayer Focus
Lead the group in prayer and consider the following topics of focus:
• For the Holy Ghost to be poured out on those who desire to be filled
• For God to use us to share this good news with someone this week

Icebreaker: If you had to make major income adjustments, what is the 
first budget item you would cut?

Lesson Connection: Share the Lesson Connection. 

I. JESUS STRESSED THE NECESSITY OF RECEIVING THE SPIRIT
 » Why do you believe Jesus chose the image of new birth to 
describe what happens when we are saved?

A. Receiving the Spirit Requires Faith and Involves a Sign 
 » Do you remember the first time you heard someone speak in 
other tongues? What did you think? How did it make you feel 
compared to when you experienced Him for yourself?

B. I Must Receive the Spirit to Be Born Again

II. PAUL STRESSED THE NECESSITY OF RECEIVING THE HOLY SPIRIT

A. True Faith Should Be Followed by the Baptism of the Spirit
 » Do you believe it is difficult or easy for the average person to 
believe God for the gift of the Holy Ghost? How can we help 
someone who has unbelief?

B. I Must Tell Others about the Necessity of Receiving the Holy Spirit
 » Can you think of someone with whom you would like to share 
your testimony of being filled with the Holy Spirit? Purpose to 
connect with that person this week.

III. YOU MUST BE BORN AGAIN

A. Essential for Salvation, Sanctification, Ministry, and Resurrection
 » Describe how the hope of the resurrection has comforted you 
during a time of loss.

B. I Will Receive the Gift of the Holy Ghost

Internalizing the Message

SERIES 1: THE WORK OF THE SPIRIT
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  WINTER LESSON 1.1

A supplemental image is available in the Resource Kit. 

It was crushing. George had worked at the plant for nearly twenty 
years when rumors of an impending downsizing began to circulate. 
Once the personnel cuts started, he knew his seniority would be a 

factor in whether he would keep his job. But there he sat in his truck 
in the company parking lot, holding the letter informing him that his 
position had been eliminated.

What would they do? He and his wife, Lisa, had grown accustomed to a 
comfortable lifestyle. Suddenly, money would be tight. They would be 
forced to evaluate every purchase and expenditure much more carefully. 
They would need to discern better between needs and wants. 

After the kids were in bed, George and Lisa sat down that night to 
discuss their situation. They held hands across the dining room table 
and asked God to give them wisdom to make right decisions while 
they waited on Him to provide the needed employment for their future. 
After an amen, which led to that unique peace only prayer provides, 
they turned their attention to their household budget. They would have 
to make some obvious, temporary adjustments. The vacation they had 
planned for that summer would have to be delayed. The funds they had 
been saving for a swimming pool in the backyard might have to pay bills. 
More meals in, fewer meals out—they would make it work. Gratefully, 
God quickly opened another employment door in response to George 
and Lisa’s faithfulness and diligent prayer. Still, that season refined their 
perspective regarding what fiscally mattered.

In economics, some of these needs are called “necessity goods.” 
Necessity goods are the last things customers stop buying when their 
income declines. And conversely, these are things to which they devote 
a lower percentage of their spending as their income rises. Generally, 
necessity goods are divided into eight categories: food, utilities, 
communications, housing, transportation, medicine, education, and 
services (such as daycare, dry cleaning, and so on).

There are some spiritual necessity goods as well. Spiritual necessity 
goods are those relational commodities we simply must have if we are 
to be in right fellowship with God. The list contains significant items such 
as prayer, repentance, faith, obedience, the Word of God, submission, 
water baptism, a pastor, and a church family, among other things.

One gift we cannot purchase but must have is the gift of the Holy Spirit. 
Without this living dynamic of God in our lives, we may have religion, 
but we do not have relationship that leads to eternal life. Being filled 
with His Spirit is an absolute must to live a victorious life here and be 
ready for the dawning of our new eternal life there.

LESSON CONNECTION
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BIBLE LESSON 
I. JESUS STRESSED THE NECESSITY OF RECEIVING THE SPIRIT 

Jesus chose very early in His public ministry to have an off-the-
record conversation with Nicodemus about new birth in John 3. 
As a member of the Sanhedrin, the highest ruling body among 
the Jewish culture, he had significant influence and means. He had 
taken note of Jesus’ teaching and miracles and desired to speak 
with Him to learn more. However, Nicodemus felt it best to do so 
under the cloak of darkness lest he jeopardize his social standing.

Nicodemus came to Jesus by night and acknowledged Jesus’ 
heavenly origin. “No man,” he said, “can do these miracles that 
thou doest, except God be with him” (John 3:2). Jesus seized 
upon Nicodemus’s limited expression of faith to introduce a 
critical topic to the human lexicon. Jesus replied, “Except a man 
be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God” (John 3:3). 
While the phrase “born again” is common to us, consider how 
confusing this term must have been to Nicodemus. Born again? 
That is not physically possible. “How can a man be born again 
when he is old? can he enter the second time into his mother’s 
womb, and be born?” (John 3:4).

Jesus’ answer is one of the foundational planks of the New 
Testament church. “Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except a man 
be born of water and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the 
kingdom of God” (John 3:5). While being born again of the 
water—defined as water baptism in the New Testament—is a 
worthy and wonderful subject, this lesson is centered on the 
second half of Jesus’ instruction—being born again of the Spirit. 
When the Holy Ghost was poured out in Acts 2, the experience 
Jesus promised Nicodemus became a reality on the earth.

Jesus did not say that a believer would be well served by receiving 
the Spirit. Nor did He say that we can be a better Christian if we 
do so. Nor did He merely recommend it. He commanded it in the 
stark clarity of His words. You must be born again.

A. Receiving the Spirit Requires Faith and Involves a Sign

Of course, today we have a great advantage over Nicodemus. 
He had never heard of someone being baptized with the Spirit. 
We, on the other hand, have the testimony of collective millions 
of believers who have experienced this wonder themselves. 
And we know they have because, as Jesus instructed, we have 
heard the sound. There is a sound associated with this infilling 
of the Spirit that is unique to it and completely confirms it. By 
examining the various times in the Book of Acts when someone 
was born again of the Spirit, we can observe the consistent sign 
given from Heaven of the Spirit’s infilling. Just as they did in Acts 
2, every individual will speak in an unknown tongue when they 
are first filled with the Holy Spirit.

Why do you believe 
Jesus chose the 
image of new birth 
to describe what 
happens when we 
are saved?

Teacher Option: 
A supplemental 
video is available in 
the Resource Kit. 

Do you remember 
the first time you 
heard someone 
speak in other 
tongues? What did 
you think? How did 
it make you feel 
compared to when 
you experienced 
Him for yourself?

THE NECESSITY OF THE SPIRIT
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  WINTER LESSON 1.1

B. I Must Receive the Spirit to Be Born Again

What was true for Nicodemus is true for each of us as well. There 
is only one way to be born again: we must be filled with the 
Spirit of God through this miraculous Spirit baptism. Anything 
less does not bring us into obedience to the teaching of Jesus. 
The imperative remains.

This is why it is incumbent on each of us to make this desire 
personal. More than merely accepting this in a collective sense 
concerning our church or even the entire world, salvation is 
personal. I will not automatically be filled with the Spirit simply 
because I attend a church that believes this way. I do not receive 
the Spirit baptism just by being part of a family that has this 
heritage. I must desire and pursue this experience for myself. 
You must desire and pursue this experience for yourself. 

II.  PAUL STRESSED THE NECESSITY OF RECEIVING THE 
HOLY SPIRIT

Since Jesus taught the necessity of being born again, it makes 
sense that we would find record of those who followed Him 
declaring the same truth. And indeed we do. The apostle Paul is 
recorded as heralding the same message. In Acts 19, Paul arrived 
in Ephesus and met a group of disciples who had been impacted 
by John the Baptist’s preaching. These men were not evil; they 
were believers in the coming Messiah. They desired to follow 
and serve Him, but they were limited by their lack of knowledge 
of His identity, what He taught, and what they should do.

Seeing their hunger, Paul posed a most significant question to 
them: “Have ye received the Holy Ghost since ye believed?” (Acts 
19:2). Paul did not accept their sincerity as an adequate spiritual 
résumé. Rather, as soon as he realized these men sincerely loved 
the Lord, he prompted them to take the next necessary step of 
obedience and be born again of the Spirit. This is the logical and 
proper theological result of faith in Christ.

A. True Faith Should Be Followed by the Baptism of the Spirit

The same truth confronts us. Faith in Christ should lead to us 
experiencing the baptism of the Spirit. It is the natural outflow 
of faith in Him. When the disciples of John responded with 
confusion that they had not even heard of the Holy Ghost, Paul 
knew something was amiss. Paul was so taken aback by their 
response that he inquired about their water baptism. Upon 
learning that they had never been baptized in the name of Jesus, 
Paul remedied that immediately (Acts 19:5). 

The very next verse records, “And when Paul had laid his hands 
upon them, the Holy Ghost came on them; and they spake 
with tongues, and prophesied” (Acts 19:6). As soon as they 
understood that Jesus was the Messiah, and as soon as they 
were baptized in Jesus’ name, these men were immediately born 
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again of the Spirit when Paul prayed for them. Their faith was 
not enough. Their water baptism was not enough. They had to 
proceed beyond mere mental assent to truth and demonstrate 
obedient faith to the truth. Faith is always demonstrated in 
obedience, and obedience will always lead to new birth for the 
hungry heart. 

B. I Must Tell Others about the Necessity of Receiving the 
Holy Spirit

While speaking with tongues is the initial sign of the infilling of 
the Spirit, there must be other ongoing signs that God’s Spirit 
resides in us. This list is not exhaustive, but God’s Spirit should 
produce fruit in us. (See Galatians 5:22–23.) His Spirit should 
convict us. (See John 16:8.) His Spirit should pray through us in 
intercession. (See Romans 8:26–27.) Since the baptism of the 
Holy Spirit is such a wonderful experience, we should desire 
everyone we know to share this same gift. Each of us who has 
been filled with His Spirit is commissioned to tell others. This 
is not the calling of preachers only; this is the commission of 
every believer. 

III. YOU MUST BE BORN AGAIN

The imperative nature of Christ’s command regarding new birth 
in undeniable. He left no room for discussion or private opinion 
on the matter. Being born again is not a choice that is right for 
some but not for others. It is not an option that can be exercised 
at one’s pleasure. It is a universal mandate of the church age. 

A. Essential for Salvation, Sanctification, Ministry, and 
Resurrection 

Being filled with the Spirit is an irreplaceable component 
of the gospel’s work in our lives. According to I Corinthians 
15:2–4, the gospel is defined as the death, the burial, and the 
resurrection of Jesus Christ. We obey the gospel by associating 
with Jesus’ death in repentance, His burial in water baptism, 
and His resurrection by Spirit baptism. Only through the life-
giving power of the Spirit’s infilling do we have the life of Christ 
resident within us. These words from the Book of Romans make 
the Spirit’s essentiality quite clear: “But ye are not in the flesh, 
but in the Spirit, if so be that the Spirit of God dwell in you. 
Now if any man have not the Spirit of Christ, he is none of his” 
(Romans 8:9).

Sanctification is the process of being set apart in two aspects. 
We are set apart from sin, and we are set apart to God. Either 
one without the other is incomplete. If we seek to be set apart 
from sin without being set apart to God, we become like the 
Pharisees who confused religion with relationship. If we seek to 
be set apart to God without being set apart from sin, we will 
dwell in the carnal waters of moral and ethical compromises.

Do you believe it is 
difficult or easy for 
the average person 
to believe God for 
the gift of the Holy 
Ghost? How can we 
help someone who 
has unbelief?

Can you think of 
someone with 
whom you would 
like to share your 
testimony of being 
filled with the Holy 
Spirit? Purpose to 
connect with that 
person this week.

THE NECESSITY OF THE SPIRIT
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The only way to be effectively sanctified is through the ongoing 
work of God’s indwelling Spirit in our lives. Multiple verses speak 
to the Spirit’s sanctifying work. (See Romans 15:16; I Corinthians 
6:11; II Thessalonians 2:13.) God gives us the Spirit to help us 
resist the persistent downward pull of our flesh. “This I say then, 
Walk in the Spirit, and ye shall not fulfil the lust of the flesh. For 
the flesh lusteth against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the 
flesh: and these are contrary the one to the other: so that ye 
cannot do the things that ye would. But if ye be led of the Spirit, 
ye are not under the law” (Galatians 5:16–18).

The Spirit empowers us for ministry. Not every child of God 
is called to be a preacher, but every one of us is called to be 
a minister, or servant. That is how Scripture defines the word 
minister. We are all called to faithfully serve God, our fellow 
church members, and the greater kingdom. But we cannot do 
a spiritual work with fleshly power. We can only accomplish 
something of eternal value by the strength of something higher 
than ourselves. That strength comes by God’s Spirit. 

Because of God’s Spirit, we have a blessed hope that the end of 
life here is not the end of life. Paul wrote, “But if the Spirit of him 
that raised up Jesus from the dead dwell in you, he that raised 
up Christ from the dead shall also quicken your mortal bodies 
by his Spirit that dwelleth in you” (Romans 8:11). Ephesians 1:14 
teaches that the Spirit we have received is the down payment, 
or the earnest, of our eternal inheritance. At the coming of 
the Lord, all those who are dead in Christ will be gathered up 
first, and then those Spirit-filled believers who are living will be 
caught up to join them. 

B. I Will Receive the Gift of the Holy Ghost

One man wisely said that a revelation without a response will 
only leave you with an education without an experience. When 
we know what we must do, it only remains for us to do it. On a 
very personal level, you must choose to open your heart to the 
New Testament experience of spiritual new birth. It is a decision 
you will never regret.

Describe how 
the hope of the 

resurrection has 
comforted you 

during a time of loss.

  WINTER  LESSON 1.1
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Prayer Focus
Lead the group in prayer and consider the following topics of focus:
• For the Holy Ghost to be poured out on those who desire to be filled
• For God to use us to share this good news with someone this week

INTERNALIZING THE MESSAGE 

The old man was a worshiper. He had walked with God for decades, and 
his love for the Lord had only gotten richer and deeper. While his physical 
strength might have been waning a bit, that did not keep him from 

stepping out of his pew and exercising his remaining strength in “enjoying the 
Holy Ghost,” as he was wont to say.

A visitor to the church one night was somewhat taken aback by the elder’s 
shouts of praise, his shuffling dance, and especially his expressions in other 
tongues. Having come from a religious background that denied the validity of 
the baptism of the Holy Ghost, the visitor was somewhat disapproving of the 
man’s conduct.

After service, the visitor boldly made her way up to the simple, country gentleman, 
and with an expression on her face that could sour milk, she derisively stated, 
“You know, you don’t have to do all that.” His reply was golden. “Ma’am, you 
don’t have to take a bath either, but it sure feels good, and it makes you more 
pleasant to be around.”

In reality, we do have to have the Spirit. It is a necessity, but gratefully it is 
not an unpleasant one. His Spirit is not something we endure; He is someone 
we enjoy. Romans 14:17 promises us righteousness, peace, and joy in the Holy 
Ghost. In a world of corruption, chaos, and calamity, who would not want to 
experience protective righteousness, pervasive peace, and persistent joy? 
These promises and so much more are available to every believer who will 
simply obey the gospel.

A sign by an electrical panel in a workplace was meant to keep people from 
touching it. It read, “Warning, this will hurt while it kills you!” Perhaps we should 
post a sign at the altar that reads, “Attention, this will please while it saves you!” 
Every testimony of every Spirit-filled believer who lives full of the Spirit would 
agree that the gift of the Holy Ghost was the richest blessing ever received in 
this life. And even more, it prepares you for the life to come.

THE NECESSITY OF THE SPIRIT
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